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If mobile technologies are to be effectively used in
education, how do we best implement sustainable mobile
solutions for teaching and learning? The aim of this
handbook is to support educators and policy makers who
are investing in innovations in digital education to
develop effective and sustainable mobile learning
solutions for higher education environments. Authors
from sixteen countries across the Asia-Pacific region
have collaborated to share their experiences with
developing and implementing mobile learning initiatives.
These projects focus on a variety of aspects of mobile
learning innovation, from the trial adoption of existing
social media platforms on mobile devices and the
development of specialised applications or mobile
learning systems, to the large-scale, interuniversity
implementation of technologies and pedagogies to
support mobile learning. Each chapter addresses
challenges and solutions at one or more levels of mobile
learning innovation within the education system,
encompassing the student perspective, the educator
perspective, technical processes, policies and
organisational strategy, and leadership. The book also
offers a unique perspective on the integration of mobile
learning innovations within the educational, political and
cultural environments of Asia-Pacific countries.
Controversial Issues in Social Studies Education in
Turkey: The Contemporary Debates consists of different
research each analyze a controversial topic that is
significant to understand the social and political
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dynamics of Turkish society and culture. One of the
purpose of this volume is to analyze and discuss how
various controversial issues are perceived by Turkish
educators. It also provides insight about how to think and
re-organize education both in Turkey and in a global
world by taking perceptions of in-service and pre-service
social studies teachers on controversial issues and how
to teach about them in the Turkish context into
consideration. Lastly, it may provide educators and
researchers who are interested in teaching and
examining such issues with a holistic view.
Contents: Introduction, History, Evolution and
Development, People in Villages, Life in Rural Belts, The
Infrastructure, Rural Economy, Agricultural Economy,
Agricultural Projects, Farm Sector, Role of Education,
Teaching Methods, Teaching Approaches, Teaching
Techniques, Pace of Progress, New of Progress, New
Trends, Social Revolution.
As network science and technology continues to gain
popularity, it becomes imperative to develop procedures
to examine emergent network domains, as well as
classical networks, to help ensure their overall
optimization. Advanced Methods for Complex Network
Analysis features the latest research on the algorithms
and analysis measures being employed in the field of
network science. Highlighting the application of graph
models, advanced computation, and analytical
procedures, this publication is a pivotal resource for
students, faculty, industry practitioners, and business
professionals interested in theoretical concepts and
current developments in network domains.
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Recently the topic of civil society has generated a wave of
interest, and a wealth of new information. Until now no
publication has attempted to organize and consolidate this
knowledge. The International Encyclopedia of Civil Society
fills this gap, establishing a common set of understandings
and terminology, and an analytical starting point for future
research. Global in scope and authoritative in content, the
Encyclopedia offers succinct summaries of core concepts and
theories; definitions of terms; biographical entries on
important figures and organizational profiles. In addition, it
serves as a reliable and up-to-date guide to additional
sources of information. In sum, the Encyclopedia provides an
overview of the contours of civil society, social capital,
philanthropy and nonprofits across cultures and historical
periods. For researchers in nonprofit and civil society studies,
political science, economics, management and social
enterprise, this is the most systematic appraisal of a rapidly
growing field.
Jean Martin was a pioneer of sociology, inventing a version of
the discipline that was uniquely suited to Australia in the postwar period. Jean Isobel Martin (1923–79) made herself a
sociologist before the discipline was established in Australia.
Regarded as a founder of Australian sociology, her writing,
teaching and policy helped shape Australia in the period of
economic growth and social development that followed World
War II. The Martin Presence is a biography that examines her
life and her work across the concerns of the time – the needs
of country towns, the factory work floor, families and urban
structure, poverty and inequality, education and immigration –
and explores her far-reaching influence on the social sciences
in Australia.
Foot and mouth disease and BSE have both had a
devastating impact on rural society. Alongside these
devastating developments, the rise of the organic food
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movement has helped to revitalize an already politicized rural
population. From fox-hunting to farming, the vigour with which
rural activities and living are defended overturns received
notions of a sleepy and complacent countryside. Over the
years "rural life" has been defined, redefined and eventually
fallen out of fashion as a sociological concept--in contrast to
urban studies, which has flourished. This much-needed
reappraisal calls for its reinterpretation in light of the profound
changes affecting the countryside. First providing an overview
of rural sociology, Hillyard goes on to offer contemporary
case studies that clearly demonstrate the need for a
reinvigorated rural sociology. Tackling a range of contentious
issues--from fox-hunting to organic farming--this book offers a
new model for rural sociology and reassesses its role in
contemporary society.
Online has:

Rural Community Studies in Europe: Trends, Selected
and Annotated Bibliographies, Analyses, Volume 2
documents studies concerning several rural areas in
Europe. The book presents information concerning a
specific area, which includes a review of historical
trends; annotated bibliography; and an analysis of
studies conducted on the area. This volume particularly
covers rural areas in the Netherlands, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, and Finland. This book will be of great
interest to researchers who require information about
rural communities.
????14?,???????,????,????,????,??????????,?????????
???????.
Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute,
Cappuccini, San Miniato, Italy, July 18-30, 1982
"A lucid and fascinating work about Chinese society and
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values. Fei's account of how China differs from the West
is every bit as telling now as it was when this book was
first published almost half a century ago."--Orville Schell
"What are the fundamental characteristics of Chinese
society and how does it differ from the West? In "From
the Soil," China's foremost sociologist offered his
insights, based on fieldwork in China and residence in
the West, into this fascinating question. Vivid and clearly
written, it has long been a classic of Chinese sociology,
widely read by Chinese. It is wonderful finally to have it
available in English."--David Arkush, University of Iowa

Digital cities constitutes a multidisciplinary field of
research and development, where researchers,
designers and developers of communityware interact
and collaborate with social scientists studying the
use and effects of these kinds of infrastructures and
systems in their local application context. The field is
rather young. After the diffusion of ICT in the world of
organizations and companies, ICT entered everyday
life. And this also influenced ICT research and
development. The 1998 Workshop on
Communityware and Social Interaction in Kyoto was
an early meeting in which this emerging field was
discussed. After that, two subsequent Digital Cities
workshops were organized in Kyoto, and a third one
in Amsterdam. This book is the result of the 3rd
Workshop on Digital Cities, which took place
September 18–19, 2003 in Amsterdam, in
conjunction with the 1st Communities and
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Technologies Conference. Most of the papers were
presented at this workshop, and were revised
thoroughly afterwards. Also the case studies of
digital cities in Asia, the US, and Europe, included in
Part I, were direct offsprings of the Digital Cities
Workshops. Together the papers in this volume give
an interesting state-of-the-art overview of the field. In
total 54 authors from the Americas, from Asia, and
from Europe were contributed to this volume. The
authors come from Brazil (two), the USA (eleven),
China (three), Japan (fourteen), Finland (two),
Germany (two), Italy (three), Portugal (two), the
Netherlands (eight), and the UK (seven), indicating
the international nature of the research field.
In Indian context.
????:Sociology
There is a revolution happening in the practice of
anthropology. A new field of 'indigenous knowledge'
is emerging, which aims to make local voices hear
and ensure that development initiatives meet the
needs of indigenous people. Development and Local
Knowledge focuses on two major challenges that
arise in the discussion of indigenous knowledge - its
proper definition and the methodologies appropriate
to the exploitation of local knowledge. These
concerns are addressed in a range of ethnographic
contexts.
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